Topological surface states (TSSs) in a topological insulator are expected to be able to produce a spin-orbit torque that can switch a neighboring ferromagnet. This effect may be absent if the ferromagnet is conductive because it can completely suppress the TSSs, but it should be present if the ferromagnet is insulating. This study reports TSS-induced switching in a bilayer consisting of a topological insulator Bi 2 Se 3 and an insulating ferromagnet BaFe 12 O 19 . A charge current in Bi 2 Se 3 can switch the magnetization in BaFe 12 O 19 up and down. When the magnetization is switched by a field, a current in Bi 2 Se 3 can reduce the switching field by ~4000 Oe. The switching efficiency at 3 K is 300 times higher than at room temperature; it is ~30 times higher than in Pt/BaFe 12 O 19 . These strong effects originate from the presence of more pronounced TSSs at low temperatures due to enhanced surface conductivity and reduced bulk conductivity.
INTRODUCTION
Materials with strong spin-orbit coupling can convert a charge current to a spin current and vice versa. Heavy metals, such as Pt and Ta, are one class of these materials in which the spin-orbit coupling is associated with the spin Hall effect in the bulk or the interfacial Rashba effect. When a heavy metal film is interfaced with a ferromagnetic (FM) film, the spin-orbit coupling-produced spin current in the heavy metal can exert a torque on the magnetization in the FM film, which is the so-called spin-orbit torque (SOT). This SOT effect can be used to switch magnetization (1-3), drive domain wall motion (4), or excite magnetization precession (5) . This SOT-driven manipulation is not only of great fundamental interests but also of technological significance, and because of its high potential in energyefficient memory and logic device applications.
Because of the spin-momentum locking of their topological surface states (TSSs), topological insulators (TIs) are expected to host spin-orbit coupling that is considerably stronger than in heavy metals and can thereby produce substantially larger SOT. Very recently, there have been a number of experimental demonstrations of SOT-induced magnetization switching in TI/FM bilayered structures (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . The TI materials used in those experiments included Bi 2 Se 3 (7, 8, 11) , (Bi 1−x Sb x ) 2 Te 3 (6, 9) , Bi 0.9 Sb 0.1 (12) , and SmB 6 (10) , while the FM materials ranged from magnetically doped TIs (6, 9) to ferrimagnetic alloys (7) and FM metals (8, (10) (11) (12) . The demonstrated switching efficiencies were all higher than in the heavy metal/FM counterparts, which provide substantial implications for future applications of TI materials.
The FM films in those studies, however, were all conductive with conductivities either about one order of magnitude higher than (7, 8, (10) (11) (12) or comparable to the conductivities of the TI films (6, 9) . A straightforward consequence of this is the severe shunting current in the FM film, which not only limits the switching efficiency but also may cause certain thermal issues, as discussed in (13) . Besides the shunting current, the conductive nature of the FM components has a much more serious consequence-the TSSs may have been largely spoiled by the FM films and may not account for the observed strong SOT effects. Previous works have shown that interfacing a TI with a conductive FM film can result in a significant modification or even complete suppression of the TSSs in the TI (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . On one hand, experimental studies showed that the deposition of an Fe layer on a Bi 2 Se 3 film not only largely lowered the energy of the surface states but also introduced additional surface bands in the bulk gap (14) , while the growth of an Fe film on a -Sn film completely suppressed the TSSs in the -Sn (15) . On the other hand, analyses using density functional theory and tight-binding models have shown that the charge transfer and hybridization effects at the interface between a TI and a conductive FM in a bilayered structure could push the Dirac point into the valence band and introduce additional surface states, as demonstrated experimentally, or completely destroy the helical spin texture of the surface states and thereby make the surface states trivial (16) (17) (18) . These experimental and theoretical works together indicated that TSSs were unlikely to be responsible for the efficient SOT switching observed in the recent experiments (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) .
One can eliminate the above issues simply by replacing the conductive FM components with insulating FM materials. In this aspect, note that a recent theoretical work compared the effects of conductive and insulating FM films on the TSSs in TI/FM heterostructures. It showed that, in stark contrast with the conductive FM case, the TSSs in a TI/magnetic insulator (MI) structure can be largely preserved except for opening of a small gap at the Dirac point when strong coupling exists at the interface (16) . Thus, one can expect the presence of bona fide TSSs in TI/MI structures and the possibility of purely TSS-driven SOT switching in the structures.
This study reports on the demonstration of TSS-induced switching in a TI/MI bilayered structure where the TI layer is a Bi 2 Se 3 film consisting of six quintuple layers and the MI layer is a 5-nm-thick BaFe 12 O 19 film that has a large magnetocrystalline anisotropy and shows an effective perpendicular anisotropy field of about 22 kOe. It is found that the switching response in the BaFe 12 O 19 film strongly depends on the charge current applied to the Bi 2 Se 3 film. When a constant magnetic field is applied in the film plane, the charge current in the Bi 2 Se 3 film can switch the magnetization in the BaFe 12 O 19 film between the up and down states. When the magnetization is switched by sweeping an obliquely applied magnetic field with a constant charge current in the Bi 2 Se 3 film, the current can cause the switching field H sw to decrease or increase, depending on the current polarity, by as much as 4000 Oe. A decrease in temperature (T) results in a monotonic reduction in the switching current in the field fixed measurements and a monotonic increase in the change of H sw in the current fixed measurements. This result evidently indicates the presence of strong SOT responses at low T, while the latter can be attributed to the presence of strong TSSs due to enhanced surface state conductivity and decreased bulk state conductivity. When compared with Pt/BaFe 12 O 19 , the SOT efficiency is comparable at room temperature but is about 30 times higher at T = 3 K. These results demonstrate the merits of TSSs in manipulating magnetization and thereby shed light on the applications of TIs in spintronic devices. Figure 1 presents the structural and electrical properties. Figure 1A shows an x-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrum measured on the BaFe 12 O 19 film before the growth of the Bi 2 Se 3 film. The spectrum shows a c-axis orientation of the film. Figure 1B gives fig. S6 . Figure 1D shows the Hall resistance (R H ) data that were measured using a Hall bar structure shown in Fig. 1C . One can see that (i) R H decreases linearly with an increase in the magnetic field (H), indicating the n-type nature of the Bi 2 Se 3 film, and (ii) the slope is larger at lower T. These characteristics are consistent with those reported previously for Bi 2 Se 3 films (19) . Figure 1E presents the sheet carrier density (n 2D ) calculated from the R H data; the calculation used 20) , where  0 is the permeability of free space and −e is the elementary charge. The n 2D values in Fig. 1E are close to those reported previously for Bi 2 Se 3 films with bulk conduction (8, 21) , indicating the presence of a noninsulating bulk in the Bi 2 Se 3 film in the sample. The inset in Fig. 1E shows the Fermi level (E F ) relative to the Dirac point estimated using the n 2D data (see the Supplementary Materials); one can see that E F drops as T decreases. The negative slopes shown in Fig. 1D , the magnitude of n 2D shown in Fig. 1E , and the drop of E F with a decrease in T shown in the inset of Fig. 1E together indicate that E F is in the bulk conduction band and moves toward the bottom of the conduction band with a decrease in T.
RESULTS

Properties of Bi
The moving of the E F toward the conduction band bottom with decreasing T would generally lead to a reduced carrier density, but increased carrier mobility is expected at low T because electronphonon scattering generally becomes weaker with a decrease in T. The competition of these two effects can give rise to a certain characteristic in the conductivity () versus T response. Figure 1F presents the (T) data measured using the same Hall bar. The inset shows the same data but only for the low-T range in a natural logarithm scale. The data show that  increases with a decrease in T from 300 to about 25 K but then decreases with a further decrease in T. This response indicates that in the high-T range, the electron-phonon scattering overwhelms the E F shifting effect, but in the low-T range, the E F shifting plays a major role. This result can be understood in terms of the change of phonon density with T. The data in Fig. 1 (D to F) together indicate that the E F moves toward the conduction band bottom with a decrease in T and thereby gives rise to a reduced bulk conductivity in the low-T regime (3 to 25 K). This result, together with low-T enhancement of surface state conductivity, leads to the presence of more prominent TSSs and stronger SOT at low T, which is discussed below.
Note that as T approaches 3 K,  exhibits a much weaker T dependence, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1F . This is due to the onset of quantum corrections to the diffusive transport. In standard Bi 2 Se 3 thin films, (T) at very low T is expected to be logarithmic, namely, (T)~lnT, due to the presence of Coulomb interactions between the electrons (22, 23) and quantum interference-associated weak antilocalization (24) . Specifically, it is expected that, with a decrease in lnT, the electron-electron interaction reduces , while the weak antilocalization enhances . It should be mentioned that the proximity to BaFe 12 O 19 may result in complex electrical behavior in Bi 2 Se 3 due to the breaking of time reversal symmetry by interfacial exchange coupling; as shown below, the observation of the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in the Bi 2 Se 3 film indicates that electrons in Bi 2 Se 3 are affected by the interfacial exchange. Unexpectedly, the data do not show any obvious consequences of this interfacial exchange on the quantum corrections. On one hand, the red line in the inset of Fig. 1F suggests a lnT dependence of  in the T range of 3.0-4.5 K. On the other hand, as shown in the Supplementary Materials, the magnetoresistance seems to follow the standard weak antilocalizationtype field dependence (24, 25) . More extensive measurements over a wider T range below 3 K are required to systematically search for any effects of the interfacial exchange interaction on quantum corrections. Figure 2 shows the magnetic properties and AHE resistance (R AHE ) of the samples. The data in Fig. 2 (A and B) show the magnetic properties of the BaFe 12 O 19 film. The magnetization (M) vs. field (H) loops in Fig. 2A confirm the presence of a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the film, which is consistent with the c-axis orientation of the film shown by the data in Fig. 1A . The analysis of the loop data indicates a saturation induction of 4M s ≈ 4.25 kG, which is about 9.6% lower than the bulk value (4.70 kG), and an effective perpendicular anisotropy field of H u ≈ 22 kOe, which is about 29% higher than the bulk value (17 kOe). As shown in Figure 3 presents the data that demonstrate SOT-driven magnetization switching. As was the case for the R AHE data presented above, the Hall measurements made use of a weak alternating current (I ac ≈ 0.05 mA), but before the measurement of each data point, a direct current (I dc ) was applied to the Hall bar for a duration of 5 ms. During the measurements, a constant external field H was applied along the x axis to tilt the magnetization M away from the perpendicular anisotropy axis (the z axis) and thereby assists the switching. This field also helps ensure deterministic switching. The data demonstrate that I dc in the Bi 2 Se 3 film can switch M in the BaFe 12 O 19 film via the SOT  SO (along the y axis).
Consider first the case shown by the blue data points in Fig. 3B , for which M is initially in the "up" state and I dc is swept from positive to negative. When I dc > 0,  SO produces a field, shown as H SO+ in Fig. 3A , that tends to rotate M toward the anisotropy field H u . In this regime, M remains in the "up" state and R AHE is positive. When I dc becomes negative, the spin polarization on the Bi 2 Se 3 surface reverses direction and accordingly  SO changes its direction, giving rise to an SOT field, which is indicated by H SO− in Fig. 3A . When sufficiently strong, H SO− can switch M to the "down" state; this switching is indicated by the sign change of R AHE shown in Fig. 3B . When I dc is swept from negative to positive, an inverse process occurs and the SOT field switches M back to the "up" state, which is indicated by the change of R AHE from negative to positive shown by the red data points in Fig. 3B . The overall effect is a hysteresis loop in the R AHE versus I dc response. Figure 3 (B to D) presents the data measured at different T, as indicated. The data indicate that the switching current (I sw ) decreases with decreasing T. This is attributed to the presence of more pronounced TSSs in the Bi 2 Se 3 film at low T, as discussed below. The data in Fig. 3 (D and E) were obtained with H along opposite directions. One can see that the two loops evolve in opposite manners; this result is the same as in previous SOT-driven switching experiments and is a characteristic of SOT switching (4, 5, 7) . Figure 4 presents the field switching data that further demonstrate the effects of  SO . The data were measured at a field applied at an angle of 45° away from the film normal. When I dc > 0,  SO produces an effective field H SO+ that hinders the reversal of M, as illustrated in the insets of Fig. 4 (A and B) , leading to a relatively wide magnetic hysteresis loop and a relatively large (H sw ) or coercive field (H c ). In stark contrast, when I dc < 0,  SO gives rise to a field H SO− that is in the opposite direction of H SO+ and thereby assists the reversal of M, resulting in a narrower loop and a lower H sw . This effect is evidently shown by the data in Fig. 4 (A and B) .
Effects of SOT on field switching in Bi 2 Se 3 /BaFe 12 O 19
To better demonstrate the strength of  SO O 19 film is realized through domain wall motion, rather than magnetization rotation. The sheared shape of the hysteresis loops indicates the presence of an anisotropy distribution, and lowanisotropy sites may act as domain nucleation centers. If that is the case, then the above discussions about the roles of the SOT fields and the insets about the switching mechanisms in Figs. 3 and 4 would apply to nucleation sites and the reversal dynamics inside the domain walls.
(ii) The magnitude of R AHE presented in Fig. 3 is smaller than that presented in Fig. 2 . This is because, for the data in Fig. 3 , an in-plane magnetic field was applied during the measurements, giving rise to a lower normal component of M than in the measurements of the data shown in Fig. 2. ( iii) The loops in Fig. 3 are not centered along the I dc axes. This was also observed in previous SOT switching studies (10, 12) . One possible reason for it is that the up-to-down and down-to-up switching involves different nucleation processes due to the presence of sample defects or field misalignment. (iv) The data in Fig. 4A indicate that after switching, R AHE decreases when H increases from about 10 to 20 kOe. This is because at H ≈ 10 kOe the equilibrium direction of M is in between H and H u , and an increase in H would pull M to rotate toward H and away from H u and thereby results in a lower normal component of M. (v) The data in Fig. 4C show an unusual trend in the T dependence in comparison with the H c data shown in Fig. 2B and the H sw data shown in Fig. 4B , although the effects of I ac are consistent at all Ts. This abnormal T dependence is most likely due to the drift of the measurement system, considering that three measurements were carried out using different I ac at each after which T was changed to a different value. (vi) The enhancement of  in Pt/BaFe 12 O 19 at low T was also previously observed in Pt/Tm 3 Fe 5 O 12 structures, wherein Tm 3 Fe 5 O 12 is an MI thin film with perpendicular anisotropy (32) . As explained in (32) , this low-T enhancement may result from the fact that higher M s gives rise to a larger spin-mixing conduct ance at the interface.
DISCUSSION
The above-presented strong SOT effects at low T can be attributed to the presence of nontrivial TSS in the Bi 2 Se 3 film. In principle, the TSS is present in the film over the entire measurement T range, but it is much more pronounced at low T due to enhanced surface state conductivity ( TSS ) and reduced bulk state conductivity. The low-T enhancement of  TSS is discussed below; the decrease of the bulk conductivity at low T is shown in the inset of Fig. 1F and can be understood as a result of the shift of the E F with T and the electronelectron interaction, as discussed earlier. The more dominant the TSS is, the more efficient the charge current-to-spin current conversion is and the stronger the SOT is. The demonstrated low-T SOT enhancement is in a good agreement with previous T-dependent experiments on Bi 2 Se 3 thin films (33) . Through electric transport and spin-torque FM resonance measurements, those studies showed that the charge-to-spin conversion for TSSs in Bi 2 Se 3 thin films became more efficient with a decrease in T.
The enhancement of  TSS at low T is mainly because the scattering of surface state electrons with phonons in the Bi 2 Se 3 film becomes weaker as T decreases. A theoretical analysis, presented in the Supplementary Materials, indicates that  TSS exhibits a T −1 dependence when T is much higher than the Debye temperature  but a much stronger T −5 dependence in the low-T limit when T << . This T dependence is consistent with the T dependence of the SOT efficiency  shown in Fig. 4D , which shows that  increases slowly when T decreases from 300 to 100 K but much more rapidly from 100 to 3 K. A previous study has shown that  in Bi 2 Se 3 films is about 180 K (34) . Note that the strong T dependence of  cannot be explained by changes in the magnetic properties of the BaFe 12 O 19 film, as shown by micromagnetic simulations presented in the Supplementary Materials.
The low-T SOT enhancement could also potentially arise from the enhanced spin-orbit coupling in the bulk because when T decreases, the bulk can evolve into a better conductor due to weakened electronphonon scattering. This, however, is unlikely because when T is decreased from 3 K to 25 K and the conductivity decreases (see the inset of Fig. 1F ), the SOT yet undergoes the most rapid increase (see Fig. 4B ). Nevertheless, it is believed that the spin-orbit coupling in the bulk does contribute to the SOT, although its contribution should be smaller than the TSSs contribution at low T. Previous work has shown that, in comparison with the TSSs contribution, the bulk contribution is nontrivial for Bi 2 Se 3 films thicker than 8 nm but is negligible in thinner films (8, 21) . The Bi 2 Se 3 film in this work is 6 nm thick.
In addition to the TSSs and the spin-orbit coupling in the bulk states, there exists the Rashba spin splitting for the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) that also contributes to the generation of spin currents in the Bi 2 Se 3 film. In that case, the 2DEG appears due to quantum confinement associated with the bending of the bulk bands at the film surfaces. The spin currents due to this Rashba effect, however, have opposite polarization to those produced by the TSSs and the bulk states (7, 12) . Thus, the effect partially cancels the spin currents generated by the TSSs, as reported previously (35), and therefore does not account for the observed low-T SOT enhancement.
Note that I sw attains its smallest value (see Fig. 3 ) and  its largest (see Fig. 4D ) at T = 3 K, which is the lowest T used in this work. Even smaller I sw and larger  are expected with a further decrease in T.
It is important to highlight that the data in Figs. 3 (D and E) and 4A represent the first unambiguous demonstration of TSS-driven magnetization switching. As mentioned above, the SOT switching in recent studies on TI/FM systems (6-12) may not be TSS-driven because interfacing a TI layer with a conductive FM film can significantly modify or even completely suppress the TSSs in the TI layer (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . In contrast, the BaFe 12 O 19 layer in this work is an MI, which is expected to produce negligible effects on the TSSs (16) . It is predicted that the only notable effect due to the proximity to an MI film is the opening of a very small gap at the Dirac point of the TI film (16) . This gap opening, if it exists, has no effect on the SOT switching present above because the E F is well above the Dirac point in the sample studied here (see the inset of Fig. 1E ).
Note 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material growth
The BaFe 12 O 19 thin films were grown on (0001)-oriented Al 2 O 3 substrates (CRYSTAL GmbH) using a pulsed laser deposition (PLD) system with a base pressure of 2 × 10 −7 torr (3). The PLD system used a 248-nm KrF excimer laser, and the energy fluence of the laser beam was 1.7 J/cm 2 . The target-to-substrate distance was set to 5 cm. The BaFe 12 O 19 target was preablated, while the T ramped up to 800°C. During the deposition, the oxygen pressure was kept at 75 mtorr. The laser pulse rate ramped from 1 to 5 pulse/s with equal steps during the initial 5 min, and it was kept at 5 pulse/s for the rest, which corresponds to a film growth rate of about 2.5 Å/min. The film was annealed in situ at 800°C in 400-torr oxygen for 10 min and was then cooled to room temperature at a rate of 2°C/min.
The growth of the Bi 2 Se 3 film was performed in a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system with a base pressure of 2 × 10 −10 torr or lower. High-purity Se (99.999%) and Bi (99.999%) targets were supplied from solid sources in Knudsen cells to maintain a flux ratio of 16.8:1. Before the growth, the BaFe 12 O 19 film was heated to 340°C first. The T was subsequently reduced to 225°C, and at this T, a Bi 2 Se 3 buffer layer (<1 nm) was deposited for 90 s to facilitate growth. The film T was then increased to 290°C. Once at this T, Bi 2 Se 3 deposition continued at 2.34 Å/min, while the T continually ramped to an ultimate T of 320°C. After cooling the film to room T, a thin Te capping layer (~2 nm) was deposited using Te (99.9999%) also from a Knudsen cell to prevent the oxidization of the Bi 2 Se 3 film.
The Pt layer was deposited in a magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of 2 × 10 −8 torr. The deposition was at room temperature, and the deposition rate was about 0.33 Å/s.
Device fabrication
Standard nanofabrication procedures were used to pattern the Bi 2 Se 3 /BaFe 12 O 19 and Pt/BaFe 12 O 19 samples. The samples were patterned into 10-m-wide Hall bars in a photolithography system first and were then etched in an argon ion milling system. Contact pads of Ti (5 nm)/Au (150 nm) were deposited for electrical measurements.
Characterization
The crystalline structure and thickness of the BaFe 12 O 19 film were characterized by a Rigaku SmartLab XRD/XRR (x-ray reflectivity) system. A MicroSense EV7 vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and a Quantum Design DynaCool VSM were used to measure the magnetization curves at different T. After the Bi 2 Se 3 film was grown on the BaFe 12 O 19 film in the MBE system, RHEED was performed in situ to examine the crystalline structure of the Bi 2 Se 3 film.
Electrical measurements
Hall measurements were conducted in two Quantum Design physical property measurement systems. A Keithley 6221 current source was used to generate alternating currents and pulsed direct currents, and two SR830 lock-in amplifiers and an SR560 preamplifier were used to measure the Hall voltage of the Hall bars. The alternating current with a root mean square amplitude of 0.05 mA was used to measure the Hall responses. The pulsed direct currents for switching measurements had an amplitude of 1 mA and a time duration of 5 ms. To eliminate the effect of Joule heating, each data point was taken after pausing for 60 to 180 s after a direct current pulse was applied.
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